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[1] Dianne Brooks is the mother of Vincent Brooks.  He is born on [date deleted] 

2005.   

[2] Dianne and her de facto partner Kent Hartell have applied to adopt Vincent.  

Vincent’s biological father is Blake Hooper and he has signed a consent for this 

adoption. 

[3] The matter came before me today as a formal proof hearing for an unopposed 

adoption application.  I have met with the parties and Vincent and I have also had the 

benefit of a social worker’s report. 

[4] Ms Brooks has been in a relationship with Mr Hartell since before Vincent’s 

birth; they met when she was pregnant.  Mr Hartell attended Vincent’s birth and in 

2009 he was in fact appointed by the Family Court as a guardian for Vincent. 

[5] They have therefore been in a relationship for about 11 years and they also 

have two children, namely Kaden is nine and Janae is almost six. 

[6] Ms Brooks is a primary school teacher and works part-time at the school 

where the children attend and Mr Hartell is an [occupation deleted] working in the 

oil industry.  From time to time he works off shore. 

[7] Vincent’s father is Blake Hooper and he was involved with Vincent up until 

2009 and he has previously applied for contact but for whatever reason he has opted 

out of Vincent’s life. 

[8] Vincent knows all about the adoption and what it means.  To him it means 

that Mr Hartell becomes Dad and that his biological father Blake cannot just simply 

walk through the door and take him.  He is very positive about the adoption and he 

has had his views articulated by the social worker in the report. 

[9] The application is motivated in part to fill a void for Vincent so that he is now 

the same as his siblings and also for security and peace of mind for his mother and 

Mr Hartell as to his future. 



 

 

[10] The psychological wellbeing of Vincent will be promoted by this adoption. 

[11] I find that Ms Brooks and Mr Hartell have been responsive to Vincent’s needs 

and they have appropriately made this application for the adoption. 

[12] On the face of it Mr Hartell does function as a parent for Vincent.  He has 

decision making authority and he also has the day-to-day care of Vincent.  

Step-parent adoptions are not in vogue, particularly when there are other Court 

orders that are available to give someone in Mr Hartell’s position, the parenting 

package, but as I say, I am entirely persuaded that for Vincent, given his particular 

circumstances, the adoption order will be in his welfare and best interests and from a 

psychological perspective it will complete that connection within his family so that 

legally he is the same as his siblings Janae and Kaden. 

[13] I am also persuaded, and I have explained this to the parties already, that it is 

appropriate for a final adoption order to be made.  Generally interim orders are made 

unless there are special circumstances that exist.  I agree with the social worker that 

there are; namely the applicants are fit and proper people for the adoption, 

I recognise the extent of involvement that Mr Hartell has had in Vincent’s life, 

finality ought to be achieved without unnecessary delay, it is what Vincent needs not 

only what he wants and I recognise this as a stable family unit and the adoption will 

effectively complete the unity. 

[14] I note that Vincent’s name will remain the same which is Vincent Brooks. 

[15] In the circumstances a final adoption order is made. 

 
 
 
L Harrison 
Family Court Judge 


